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Local Shakes wants to improve our equipment to better cover the Finger Lakes music scene.
Ithaca, New York, United States Small Business

Who/What/Why is Local Shakes?

Nikki Sayward had an idea in the Summer of 2013, while covering the Finger Lakes Grassroots Festival in
Trumansburg, New York for a local radio station. What she saw was a need - a concerted effort to document
and promote the incredibly rich and vibrant music scene in Central New York.

Jonathan Hochberg had been on the periphery of that scene since 1991 when he first moved back to his home
town of Ithaca. He was constantly perplexed by hearing from people over and over, across the span of the
two decades since, that "the music scene in the region is dying", when he saw constant evidence to the
contrary. Obviously, there was a disconnect going on, and he started taking video (even back when that
meant using *gasp* videotape) of the local artists in an attempt to provide exposure to that evidence.

The two met up at that festival, working for that radio station, and realized that they had a common goal.
Local Shakes emerged from that realization.

Jonathan invested in some equipment; locked in a domain name; and created a website, Facebook and
YouTube accounts to get the project started. From there Nikki began lining up shows to shoot and interviews
to conduct. Over the following six months, Local Shakes covered over 50 shows with nearly as many bands,
and did more than a dozen interviews. Jonathan shot and edited the video, Nikki photographed, and they
shared the role of interviewer as they started to get their bearings on how to accomplish what they were
setting out to do.

That's us. Setting out to fill a role that seems more or less neglected in the Finger Lakes music scene:
documenting and promoting, through video and audio journalism, what really is a unique and fabulously
vibrant community of performers, producers, promoters and venues working together at creating an
incredible depth and breadth of art.

Why we're doing this Indiegogo thing

Frankly, we need more equipment. Those of you who have been following us from the beginning know we
started out with a Sony Cybershot recording 720p video and a TASCAM DR7 Mark II digital audio recorder
(using two of the Shure SM-58 mics that Jonathan had from his days as a musician in his own right) pulling
in 96/41 sound. We'd take the stuff we tracked from both of those into Online Media's AVS Video Editor
software and sync it up by ear. The end result was impressive enough that it got the attention of performers at
Seedstock and the Cortland Summer Stage as being exceptional just on the merits of the audio quality alone.
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As mentioned above, we invested in some hardware: a Canon 70D for shooting video, a used Canon T3i for
shooting photography, a bunch of lenses that would fit both camera bodies, and eventually a Canon HF R400
camcorder to provide an additional video recording source and a TASCAM DR40 to augment the audio
recording options. We also ended up subscribing to Adobe's Cloud Computing version of Premiere and
getting a Vimeo PLUS account to further enable better video editing and distribution.

And so we're at a plateau. The 70D is great for shooting HD video and is currently the workhorse of our
production; the HF R400, used for static shots, is considerably less capable. Similarly, the T3i is a nice
camera for consumer photography, but suffers badly under the low-light/high contrast situations typical of
live performance environments.

Hence we're looking for some crowd funding from the community we hope to better serve, having shown our
commitment to the cause.

Our target is bold. It's a lot of money. Even if we only get a fraction of it, though, we'll be able to take steps
forward - and that's the plan: however far we get with this campaign, we'll still be able to improve the quality
of our efforts on behalf of the Central New York music scene. 

Ideally, we're aiming to acquire the following: 

Canon C100 Cinema EOS Camera for primary video recording, relegating the 70D to secondary
Canon EOS 5D Mark III Camera for photography (to replace the T3i, which would be retired)
Canon EF 70-200mm f/2.8L, Canon EF 16-35mm f/2.8L II, Canon EF 24-70mm f/2.8L II and Canon
EF 100-400mm f/4.5-5.6L lens to replace the consumer glass we're currently using, to work with the
camera bodies listed above
Miscellaneous equipment to support the above (batteries, memory cards, cases, etc.)
Vimeo pro account subscription, Adobe Photoshop CC subscription, and other software and computer
hardware investments to augment our ability to process and deliver the content we're creating

... and some other long-term stuff like a space share at Studio West so that we have a quiet, stable place to
conduct our interviews and other business.

But as said above, even if we only raise a fraction of our goal, we'll still direct the funds received towards
improving our infrastructure incrementally. We've got alternative budgets set up for a variety of outcomes,
and are prepared to move forward regardless of which ends up coming to pass. We'll describe those in future
campaign updates, especially in the context of reaching milestones.

What we're offering

Your contribution to this campaign, no matter how small, helps us fulfill our goal to provide the Finger Lakes
music community with a robust, knowledgeable, focused and directed resource for documenting and
promoting the art that is created here. Beyond that, in return, we're offering specific compensation directed
both at the music lovers (fans of musicians, and fans of Local Shakes) as well as the artists and other
professionals involved in creating that which we document.

At the lower levels, we're targeting the former - perks intended to allow your donation to show your support
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of what we're trying to do, and get some tangible return in the form of recognition and swag, as well as
content from the accumulated results of our ongoing efforts.

At the higher levels, we're trying to establish the outline of the kind of services we're hoping to provide going
forward, to augment the documentary and journalistic aspects of our work. We hope to do so in a way that
allows us to both provide service to the local music community and continue the kind of open and free
coverage that benefits both the artists and the fan base. Consider the investment in one of the higher tier
donations a "test drive" of those services...

Even if you can't donate...
... we love you anyway just for getting this far. And if you can spread the word and let people know what
we're trying to do, that'd be as much help as anything else. Drop the URL of this campaign on your timeline,
or tweet it, or just tell friends to take a look at one of our links on YouTube or Vimeo or Facebook.

This is, ultimately, a labor of that love we feel for music that is being made all around us here in Central New
York. We know you feel it too, or you wouldn't be here. That's enough, but if you can dig into your pocket
and help us take our vision of covering the scene to the next level, we'll be very grateful, and promise to
continue doing what we've been doing for the last half a year - only better!

Local Shakes - Music Press for the Finger Lakes...

Rock on!

PS: About the perks...

We've broken things down into two groups: "Friends" and "Sponsors". While we'd like to think of everyone
as our friends, the idea here is that the former are for the fans of the local music scene while the latter is for
the performers/managers/producers/promoters and venue owners. (That doesn't mean that a fan can't jump in
for a larger amount in support of their favorite band. Just let us know for whom the perk is being purchased
and we'll work out the details.)

Some fine print:

In all places where "concert of your choosing" is mentioned in the perks, said concerts must be within Local
Shakes' coverage area, and coordinated with our schedule.

Our "Best Of 2014, Part 1" compilation will be available in July, and will include concert videos across the
gamut of our coverage for the first six months of this year. Our 2014 documentary will be available in the
Fall, and will be a more journalism-directed effort of concerts and events through the year, including
interviews, concert and behind-the-scene clips.

Find This Campaign On
Facebook Twitter YouTube Website
Team

https://www.facebook.com/LocalShakes
https://twitter.com/LocalShakes
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCnsTJE9faEdxVfCRUA38FLg
http://www.localshakes.org/
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Nikki Sayward
Executive Producer & Photographer
439 friends

Jonathan Hochberg
Technical Director
354 friends

$550USD
raised of $25,000 goal
2%
0 time left
This campaign started on Mar 04 and closed on April 14, 2014 (11:59pm PT).
Flexible Funding This campaign has ended and will receive all funds raised.
Campaign Closed
This campaign ended on April 14, 2014
Select a Perk

$100USD
Featured
Sponsor

10 jewel-boxed printed DVDs of a concert of your choosing (including both complete video as shot
during the course of our regular coverage, and a promo photo slide-show) for your merch table.

1 claimed

$1USD
Friend

Mention on our web sites. We know it's not a lot, but we want to show our gratitude and acknowledge
even the smallest outreach of support.

Estimated delivery: April 2014

0 claimed

$5USD
Good Friend

https://www.indiegogo.com/individuals/6361485
https://www.indiegogo.com/individuals/6361485
https://www.indiegogo.com/individuals/6367078
https://www.indiegogo.com/individuals/6367078
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Mention on our web sites and a bumper sticker with the really cool Local Shakes Finger Lakes logo.

Estimated delivery: April 2014

0 claimed

$10USD
Really Good Friend

The above, plus a "Best of 2014, Part 1" DVD*

Estimated delivery: July 2014

5 claimed

$25USD
Excellent Friend

A web site mention, the bumper sticker and a "Best of 2014, Part 1" Blu-Ray disc.

Estimated delivery: July 2014

2 claimed

$35USD
Very Excellent Friend

Mention on our web sites, the bumper sticker, plus our 2014 documentary about the Finger Lakes
music scene, on either DVD or Blu-Ray disc

Estimated delivery: October 2014

0 claimed

$75USD
Most Excellent Friend

You and your friends are featured as an audience members at a concert of your choice appearing in our
2014 documentary, plus a digital copy of the footage in which you appear, plus a DVD or Blu-Ray disc
of the documentary.

Estimated delivery: October 2014

0 out of 10 claimed

$200USD
Good Sponsor

10 blu-ray lined-boxed printed Blu-Ray discs of a concert of your choosing (including both complete
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video as shot during the course of our regular coverage, and a promo photo slide-show) for your merch
table.

0 claimed

$350USD
Really Good Sponsor

A multi-media press kit, including up to 20 promo and behind-the-scenes photos; up to three digital-file
live concert song videos, a digital-file mini-documentary describing your band (up to 10 minutes) and
HTML content to support both web page embedding and disc-based distribution.

1 out of 12 claimed

$750USD
Excellent Sponsor

A custom concert documentary video (up to 2 hours) of your band, with behind-the-scenes footage,
interviews and photography, intended for promotional use, including 20 DVD or Blu-Ray disc copies.

0 out of 5 claimed

$1,250USD
Most Excellent Sponsor

A custom, fully-produced music video (up to 5 minutes) with either your artistic vision or ours, shot in
full 1080p HD, including both 1080p HD and 720p HD digital files, along with promotional
photography.

0 out of 3 claimed

$2,500USD
The Whole Enchilada Sponsor

All of the sponsor perks above, plus permanent mention in our web presence as a founding supporter of
the Local Shakes cause.

0 out of 2 claimed

$5,000USD
The Gold Burrito Sponsor

Your band is the primary focus of our 2014 documentary, including multiple concert and behind-the-
scenes coverage and interviews.

0 out of 1 claimed

Do you think this campaign contains prohibited content? Let us know.

https://www.indiegogo.com/about/terms
https://www.indiegogo.com/contact/questions?category=FBCT_GNRL&comments=Prohibited+Content%3A+https%3A%2F%2Fwww.indiegogo.com%2Fprojects%2F679027
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Embed this card in your website or blog

Copy the code below and paste it into your website or blog.

<iframe 
src="https://www.indiegogo
.com/project/local-shakes-
phase-2/embedded" 
width="222px" 
height="445px" 
frameborder="0" 
scrolling="no"></iframe>
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